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Abstract 
 

We develop a secret key generation scheme using phase estimation in ultra-wideband (UWB) 

wireless fading channels. Based on the reciprocity theorem, two terminals extract the phase of 

the channel as a common random source to generate secret bits. Moreover, we study the secret 

key rate by a pair of nodes observing correlated sources and communicating to achieve secret 

key agreement over public communication channels. As our main results, we establish a more 

practical upper bound from Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) and compare it with a universally 

theoretical upper bound on the shared maximum key rate from mutual information of 

correlated random sources. Derivation and numerical examples are presented to demonstrate 

the bound. Simulation studies are also provided to validate feasibility and efficiency of the 

proposed scheme.  
 

 

Keywords:  UWB, secret key generation, Cramer-Rao bound, reciprocity, secret key 

capacity, mutual information 
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1. Introduction 

Recent developments in physical layer security have led to growing interest in secret key 

generation exploiting fading channel characteristics. The research on secret key generation 

encompasses the study of key generation algorithm, key capacity, some applications with 

existing communication techniques, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 

(OFDM), multiple-input-multiple output (MIMO) and so on. In this paper, we focus on key 

generation mechanism and key capacity. 

The problem of secret key generation from correlated random sources was firstly studied by 

Maurer [1], Ahlswede and Csiszar [2]. They derived some fundamental bounds on the secret 

key rate of system models. We will give details about their related contributions later in 

Section 2. Note that the eavesdropper in their system models can neither jam the channel nor 

tamper with any message over the public channel. The case of an adversary with the ability to 

modify the transmissions over the public channel has been discussed in [3-6]. Due to their 

work, a great deal of extensions explore the secret key generation capacity of some complex 

models. In [7, 8], secret key agreement was accomplished through wiretap channel [9] with no 

access to public channel. In [10-13], a wiretap channel influenced by a random channel state 

was pondered. In such models, channel state information can be viewed as a correlated source 

shared by two terminals of a wireless link, which affects secret key capacity as well. Chou 

considered key generation from a discrete memoryless multiple source (DMMS) using 

external source excitation [14, 15], and ergodic capacity of key generation from sparse 

wireless channels [16].  

In respect of practical implementation of secret key generation, there have been many 
papers on key generation schemes. In the earliest work [17], Hershey sent two unmodulated 

signals through a radio link, measured the phase and quantized the differential phase values to 

generate secret key. Phase differences between multiple channels have been further 

investigated in [18-20]. Amplitude or received signal strength (RSS) is the most reciprocal 

common channel characteristic exploited for key generation in [21-25] because it can be easily 

acquired on most off-the-shelf radio devices. In addition, time delay and angle-of-arrival 

(AOA) can also be used for key generation. Note that AOA is unable to be used directly to 

generate key, steerable directional antennas should be employed as in [24] to obtain reciprocal 

channel gains. Besides, Madiseh et al. [26, 27] and Wilson et al. [28] utilize UWB radios to get 

channel feature. Huang et al. [29, 30] use multipath relative delay to generate key in UWB 

channels.  

Although all the previous works [29-32] are interesting and have significantly contributed 

to this domain, there are still some limitations. For instance, probability of secret key match is 

not high in UWB channel using existing mechanisms. Secret key capacity over UWB channel 

has been neglected to deeply consider. Consequently, we will concentrate on the investigation 

of facilitating secret key match and establishing upper bounds on secret key rate in condition 

of UWB channel. Our main contribution are：We first develop a key generation mechanism 

using the phase characteristic of UWB channel. We then establish a practical upper bound on 

secret key rate using CRB. Finally, we perform numerical illustration to exemplify the 

practical bound and compare the practical bound with universal bound from mutual 

information. In addition, we implement simulation studies to validate that the mechanism is 

feasible and efficient.  
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives problem formulation 

and preliminaries. Section 3 is devoted to an overview of the proposed secret key generation 

scheme. Section 4 describes the establishing process of the upper bound on secret key rate. 

Section 5 discusses numerical examples and simulation studies. In Section 6, conclusions and 

some possibilities for future work are presented.  

2. Problem Formulation and Preliminaries  

In this section, we first illustrate a secret key generation problem, introducing some basic 

concepts. We then specify our system model - UWB channel model [33] that is closely related 

to the proposed secret key generation scheme. 

2.1 Problem Formulation 

The inherent feature in wireless channel is considered to be the random source for secret key 

generation due to the following three aspects [30]: 

1. Reciprocity of radio wave propagation: The multipath characteristics of the radio channel 

are theoretically identical on both directions of a link. A transmitter-receiver pair can 

obtain these characteristics from the received signal. 

2. Spatial variations: The property of the radio channel is unique to the location of the two 

endpoints of the link. Receivers at different locations cannot observe the same channel 

response information. This uniqueness offers potential security guarantee. Generally, an 

entity that is at least 2 (  is the wavelength) away from the transmitter-receiver pair 

experiences uncorrelated fading. 

3. Temporal variations in the radio channel: The movements of the communication parties as 

well as other objects near the transmitter-receiver pair in the environment will make the 

channel change over time. Apparently, channel variations are beneficial for increasing the 

randomness of secret keys. 

Considering that two terminals A and B want to share common key in the presence of a 

passive adversary E, we suppose the system works in a time-division (TDD) mode. E is more 

than 2  (   is the wavelength of the radio waves being used) away from either A or B. 

Within the coherence time (i.e. the maximum time duration that the wireless channel impulse 

response is stable), A transmits a signal to B, and E can listen to it on the public channel. 

Afterwards, B transmits a signal to A, and E can also hear the signal. Legitimate terminals A 

and B measure the channel gain from the received signals, respectively, and generate secret 

key based on their observation. The adversary E knows the key generation algorithm and can 

eavesdrop all the transmissions between A and B. However, E can not make active attacks, 

which means E can only listen to the communication between legitimate terminals, not 

modifying it. E can not cause a man-in-the-middle attack, either. The above can be regarded as 

the essential element of a secret key generation problem in wireless networks. In this paper, we 

would like to leverage phase randomness to extract secret key and provide a practical upper 

bound on secret key rate. 

In the end of this subsection, we introduce bounds on secret key rate discoved by Maurer [1], 

Ahlswede and Csiszar [2]. Considering a fundamental secret key generation problem as 

mentioned above, A and B observe a sequence of n  random variables  1 2, ,...,n

nX X X X  and 

 1 2, ,...,n

nY Y Y Y , respectively, and an eavesdropper observes the sequence nZ . For any given 

time case, the pair  ,i iX Y  is greatly statistically dependent. According to their observed 
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results, A and B generate secret key via exchanging a collection of message denoted by C  

over public channel observable by an eavesdropper. If 
Af  and 

Bf  are two functions, let 

( , )n

A AK f X C , 
BK ( , )n

Bf Y C , R  be an achieveable secret key rate and K  be secret key. 

For any 0  , R  is the maximum rate satisfying 

 

  1A BP K K                                                                      (1) 

 ; , nI K C Z n                                                                     (2) 

  logH K K                                                                     (3) 

 H K n R                                                                        (4) 

 

where I  means mutual information, H  stands for entropy. Condition (1) guarantees that A 

and B obtain common secret key with a low error probability; condition (2) ensures secret key 

is well unavailable to an eavesdropper; and condition (3) means that the distribution of the 

secret key is nearly uniform. Secret key capacity is the supremum of achievable secret key 

rates. 

 
Table 1. A summary of important notation 

Notation Definition 

cT  channel coherence time 

ot  observation time 

 h t  channel gain 

sf  sampling rate 

q  the number of quantization levels 

sN  the number of samples in the observation time 

maxR  key rate from mutual information 

max

CRBR  key rate from CRB  

 

2.2 System Model 

We focus on a UWB wireless system while the proposed scheme can also be applicable to 

other communication systems. Assume that the frequency spectrums of transmitted and 

received signals are nonzero only over a bandwidth B  centered at frequency cf . Then, the 

transmitted signal can be written as 

    2 cj f t
x t x t e


                                                            (5) 

where  x t  is the complex valued random process with bandwidth extent 2B  to 2B . The 

UWB channel impulse response is  

, , ,

0 0

( ) exp( ) ( )
L K

k l k l l k l

l k

h t j t T   
 

                                            (6) 

where L  is the number of clusters, K  is the number of rays within a cluster, ,k l  is the tap 

weight of the k th  path in the l th  cluster, lT  is the delay of the l th  cluster, ,k l  is the 

delay of the k th  path of the l th  cluster relative to lT , and phase ,k l  is uniformly 

distributed in [ 0,2 ]. 
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In order to ease the analysis, we simplify the derivation, considering only one cluster. That 

means we do not analyze the influence of clusters. So the channel impulse response can be 

given by 

     
0

exp
K

k k k

k

h t j t   


                                                   (7) 

The received signal can be written as  

                                   exp 2 exp 2c cy t h x t j f d n t j f t     




    
                                 

                              

       
0 0

( )cos cos 2 ( )sin sin 2 exp 2
K K

k k k c k k k c c

k k

x t f t x t f t n t j f t        
 

       

           cos 2 sin 2 exp 2I c Q c cy t f t y t f t n t j f t                                          (8) 
 

where  
0

( )cos
K

I k k

k

y t x t 


 ,  
0

( )sin
K

Q k k

k

y t x t 


 ,  n t  is additive white Gaussian noise 

with mean power of 2

0 2N  . Note that equation (8) is derived based on the assumption that 

the delay associated with 
k  is lower than the delay spread. The complex equivalent signal for 

   cos 2I cy t f t      sin 2Q cy t f t  is given by    I Qy t jy t  which has phase 

    arctan Q Iy t y t  .   is uniformly distributed in [ 0,2 ]. Then,    I Qy t jy t  can be 

written as    I Qy t jy t jy e  , where    
2 2

I Qy y t y t  . Therefore, we get  

       cos cos 2 sin sin 2c cy t y f t y f t n t         cos 2 cy f t n t       (9) 

We will make parameter estimation in  y t  and use multipath channel phase to generate 

secret key. Table 1 gives a list of important notation. 

3. Secret Key Generation Scheme 

In this section, we describe our key generation mechanism of extracting secret bits from phase 

randomness of UWB wireless channel, which is modified based on the approach in [20]. The 

difference is that we use the method in UWB environment and we consider the problem of 

time unsynchronization. Fig.1 shows the key generation scheme. 

A broadcasts 

clock parameter

B calibrates 

clock

parameter

     Input ,L q

A sends a primary beacon  1x t

B sends a secondary beacon  2x t

2logj L qif

Information

reconciliation
YPrivacy

amplification

Identical

secret key

N

1j j 

Quantization

1j 

 

Fig. 1. A flow diagram of secret key generation mechanism from channel phase characteristic 
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We now detail our algorithm as follows: 
1. Suppose terminal A is the primary node. A broadcasts its clock parameter to B. Then B 

calibrates its clock parameter based on A’s clock information and sends an acknowledge 

character (ACK) to A. In this case, two terminals can have a common time reference to 

generate absolute phase estimators, which makes preparation for the following channel 

probing step.  

2. Channel probing: For easy exposition, we assume the scheme starts at time zero point. In 

the first slot, terminal A sends a primary beacon     1 cos 0cx t w t  , where  10,t T , and 
1T  

means the duration of the primary beacon. Terminal B observes the response of the multipath 

channel over the interval  ,AB AB mABt     . Here, 
AB  is the delay of the shortest path and 

mAB  is the delay spread of the channel  ABh t . Suppose 
1 max mABT  , the received signal at B 

can be expressed by 

     cosAB AB c AB ABy t w t n t    ,  1,AB mAB ABt T                      (10) 

where  ABn t  denotes the additive white Gaussian noise. 
AB  and 

AB  denote the steady state 

gain and the phase response of channel  ABh t . At the end of primary beacon, a final response 

of the multipath channel is also received by B over the interval  1 1,AB AB mABt T T      . 

With the noisy observation, B performs Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of the 

received phase and frequency, which are designated by ˆ
AB  and ˆ

ABw  respectively. The MLE is 

implemented in three phases which are rough frenquency search, fine frequency search and 

phase estimation. ˆ
ABw  and ˆ

AB  can be cauculated by [20] 

 ˆ arg maxAB ww Y w                                                        (11) 

   

   

1

1 0

1

0

sin
ˆ tan

cos

s

s

N

m

AB N

m

y m wm

y m wm




 





 



                                             (12) 

where  y m  is sample sequence of  ABy t , and  Y w  is the continous discrete fourier 

transform of  y m . We substitute ˆ
ABw  for w  to compute ˆ

AB  in equation (12). 

3. In the second slot, B transmits a secondary beacon     2 2cos cx t w t t   at the instant 

2 1AB mABt T    , where  2 2 2,t t t T   and 
2T  means the duration of the secondary beacon. 

Terminal A observes the response of the multipath channel over the interval 

 2 2,BA BA mBAt t t      . Owing to channel reciprocity, we have mAB mBA  . Similarly, 

suppose 2 mBAT  , the received signal at A can be expressed by 

       2 2 2cos ,BA BA c BA BA BA mBA BAy t w t n t t t t T                          (13) 

where  BAn t  represents the additive white Gaussian noise. BA  and BA  denote the steady 

state gain and the phase response of channel  BAh t . At the end of this beacon, a final response 

of the multipath channel is also received by A over the interval 

 2 2 2 2,BA BA mBAt t T t T        . Through noisy observation, A uses the same method as B 

does to compute MLE of the received phase and frequency, which are designated by ˆ
BA  and 

ˆ
BAw  respectively.  

 ˆ argmaxBA ww Y w                                                        (14) 
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1

1 0

1

0

sin
ˆ tan

cos

s

s

N

m

BA N

m

y m wm

y m wm




 





 



                                             (15) 

where  y m  is sample sequence of  BAy t , and  Y w  is the continous discrete fourier 

transform of  y m . We substitute ˆ
BAw  for w  to compute ˆ

BA  in equation (15). 

4. Quantization: For the sake of generation of high-entropy secret bits, we assume only one 

round of channel probing (i.e. the former three steps) should be run by A and B during each 

coherence time. After one round, each terminal gets a phase estimation value for quantization. 

A: ˆ
BA  mod 2 , B: ˆ

AB  mod 2  

Both the two terminals uniformly map their phase estimation values into the quantization 

sector (index) according to the following rule: 

 Q i  ,     2 ,2 1i q i q   , 0,1,..., 1i q   

Hence, in the first round, after i  is encoded into bit vectors, each phase value generates 
2log q  

secret bits. On account of channel reciprocity theorem, A and B share 
2log q  bits generated 

from ˆ
BA  and ˆ

AB . 

Suppose the anticipated key size is L . For 
22,3,..., logj L q , A and B repeat the steps as in 

the first round to extract phase estimation values and convert them into secret bits. After 

2logL q  rounds, A and B share the key 
1K , whose size is L . 

5. In accordance with channel reciprocity principle, the generated bits at A and B should be 

same. However, due to noise, estimation error and half-duplex transmission, some minor bit 

discrepancies may exist. We can correct these error bits using error correcting codes [34] or 

the Cascade Protocol [35]. Because the reconciliation information is transmitted in the public 

channel, some information might be revealed and an eavesdropper might guess portions of the 

key. To address these problems, Hash functions are leveraged by A and B to perform privacy 

amplification to increase entropy of secret key. 

4. Upper Bounds on Secret Key Rate 

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed key generation scheme in terms of 

the maximum key rate that the system can achieve. In the light of information theory, the 

mutual information of two random variables or sequences is a quantity that measures the 

mutual dependence of the two variables or sequences. Thus the secret key generation rate can 

be upper bounded by the mutual information between the observation of two terminals. We 
have established the upper bound on key rate from mutual information in [36]. Nonetheless, 

this bound does not depend on the specific estimation method, and is commonly loose. Hence, 

we plan to compute a more practical and tight upper bound on key rate using CRB in 

estimation theory. This is because CRB for unbiased parametric estimation offers a lower 

bound on the variance of estimator error. 

We sample  y t  at sampling rate 
sf  with the first sample taken at 

0 0t   to obtain 

discrete-time values. If we rewrite equation (9) as      cos +y t b wt n t  , and then  

     0 0 0cos sy m b w t mT n m      , 0 1sm N                     (16) 

Let      0 0 0sin ss m b w t mT n m      , 0 1sm N   , where  s m  is the Hilbert tranform of 

 y m ,  n m  is the Hilbert transform of  n m .  
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If we write    Z y m js m  , the probability density function (pdf) of Z  is [37] 

       
1

2 2

2 2
0

1 1
; exp

2 2

s s
N N

m m

m

f Z y m u s m v
  





                
            (17) 

where, if w , b ,   are all unknown, 
mu  and 

mv  are functions of  ,  

 , ,w b                                                                        (18) 

 cosm mu b wt                                                              (19) 

 sinm mv b wt                                                               (20) 

The unbiased CR bounds are the diagonal elements of the inverse of the Fisher information 

matrix J , whose typical element is given by 

   ln ; ln ;ij

i j

J E f Z f Z 
 

   
  

   

                                   (21) 

The bounds are given by  

 ˆvar i iiJ                                                                  (22) 

where ˆ
i  is the estimation of 

i  and 
iiJ  is the i th diagonal element of 1

J .  

When  ;f Z   is assumed by equation (17), the elements of J  are 

1

2
0

1 sN

m m m m

ij

m i j i j

u u v v
J

   





    
  

     
                                          (23) 

The subscripts i  and j  in equation (23) refer to the unknown elements in  . In general 

instance, all elements of   are unknown. According to equation (21), the matrix J  is 

    

 

2 2 2

0 0

2

2 2

0 0

1 2 1 6 0 1 2
1

0 0

1 2 0

s s s s s s s

s

s s s s

b T N N N b T N N

N

b T N N b N


   
 

  
  

J                       (24) 

After computing the determinant of J  and J ’adjoint matrix, we get 

   4 2 3 2 6

0 1 12s s sb T N N  J . Finally, 

  33

1
var   J

J

 

 

2

2

0

2 2 1

1

s

s s

N

b N N

 



                                             (25) 

We rewrite equation (25) as  

 
     

2

2 2

0

2
var

1 2 1s s sb N N N


 


 
   

                              (26) 

where CRB can be expressed as a function of signal noise ratio (SNR) and sN .  

Assume [ 0,2 ] is divided into 2nq   levels. Next we explore the probability that 

estimations of terminal A and B are in the same interval when conducting quantization. 

Suppose AP  represents the average probability of quantization index agreement. Without loss 

of generality, assume that   falls into the i th section   2 ,2 1i q i q   , ( 0,1,..., 1i q  ). 

According to equation (26), phase estimation errors are independent and Gaussian distributed 

[20], the probability of ̂       ' '2 ,2 1i q i q  


 is  

 
   '

' '

2
2 1

22

1
exp

22

i q

Ai i q

x
P dx











   
  

  
                                     (27) 
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where 'i  ( 0,1,..., 1q ) and   is the estimation error. 

As a result, 
AP  can be computed by    ''

21

0

q

A Aii
P P 




 . Here, if the true   approximates 

the center of a interval, then  'Ai
P   rises, and vice versa.  'Ai

P   is symmetric to the center of 

a interval and the variance of phase is much smaller than one. Thus, concerning 

    2 ,2 1i q i q   ,  'Ai
P   is primarily determined by  AiP   ( 'i i ). On the basis of the 

above analysis, the average probability of quantization index agreement can be computed as 

 
 2 1

2 2

i q

A A
i q

q
P P d




 





   
 2 1 2

2 2

i q

Ai
i q

q
P d




 





                               (28) 

When terminal A and B’s estimations lie in the same section, they agree on the secret bits, 

whose size is 
2log q . Therefore, the key rate is  

2
max

logCRB A

c

P q
R

T
                                                                (29) 

5. Numerical Examples and Simulation Studies 

In this section, numerical examples of upper bounds on secret key rate are presented. 

Additionally, the proposed key generation scheme using phase randomness is verified through 

simulation from three evaluation metrics, which are key generation rate, key-mismatch 

probability and key randomness. 

5.1 Numerical Illustration on Upper Bounds 

Assume 
cT =33.3ms, q =16, 2o ct T =16.65ms, then s o sN t f . This example considers the 

two upper bounds on secret key rate between two terminals as the observation time 
ot  rises. 

Fig.2 shows R-MI is higher than R-CRB, which suggests that the upper bound from mutual 

information R-MI servers as the universal upper bound and the upper bound from Cramer-Rao 

bound R-CRB is tighter on secret key rate. The bounds grow rapidly when 
ot  varies from 0 to 

5.55ms, while increase slowly from 5.55 to 16.65ms. Because the growth of 
sN  leads to the 

decline of 2


  according to equation (26), 

AP  will increase according to equation (27) and (28), 

then the secret key rate will rise. However, 
AP  seldom increases fast during the observation 

interval 8.325 to 16.65ms. Note that the key rate can also be increased by enhancing SNR. 

In order to explore how the CR bound on secret key rate changes with 
sN , referring to the 

equation of CR bound on key rate  
 

 max 2logCRB

A sR P q f                                                                  (30) 
 

we present its numerical results (the curves R-CRB) in Fig.3. We use the same value of AP  as 

equation (29) and the same value of 
ot  as Fig.2. Here, we assume 

sf =20GHz. The curve 

R-MAX is  2logsf q , which serves the upper bound of 
max

CRBR . It can be seen that R-MAX can 

be approached when SNR or 
sN  become very large. Therefore, we can increase secret key rate 

by enhancing SNR or 
sN . 
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Fig. 3. Key rate versus 
sN  under different SNR 

 

5.2 Simulation Studies 

The simulated channel model is the UWB channel model [33] in subsection 2.2. We utilize full 

MLE and approximate analytical prediction using CRB to estimate the variance of the phase 

estimation error. Additionally, some other parameters are: 
1) Carrier frequency of 4.5GHz 

2) Bandwidth of 600MHz 

3) Sampling rate of 20GHz 

4) Average moving speed of 2m/s, Doppler shift of 30Hz 

5) Coherence time of 33.3ms 

6) Number of quantization levels of 16 
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5.2.1 Key Generation Rate 
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Fig. 4. Key rate comparison between using CRB and simulation under different SNR 

 

Fig. 4 diplays key rates under different SNR versus observation time given q =16 using 

CRB analytical prediction and simulation. As we mentioned before, CRB is a lower bound on 

the variance of estimation error and can provide a more practical bound on key rate. The 

curves indicate that key rate from simulation is more close to the CRB at high SNR as well as 

large 
ot , which proves that the proposed method can approximate CRB on secret key rate. 

Here, if q  is a variable, key rate will increase as q  increases. This is because q  stands for the 

number of quantization levels, the increase of q  leads to the increase of 
2log q , and finally the 

increase of key rate. 
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Fig. 5. Probability of error based on different scheme 
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5.2.2 Key-mismatch Probability 

In order to evaluate key-mismatch probability, which means the probability that two 

terminals fail to agree on the same key bits, Fig. 5 plots the error probability (i.e., 

key-mismatch probability) as a function of SNR. It can be observed that error probability 

decreases when SNR increases. For better comparison, we also give the error probability using 

our former method (see Fig.9 in [30]), the results illustrate that the proposed approach using 

phase randomness outperforms the method exploiting multipath relative delay in terms of key 

match. Note that the error probability will increase as q  increases. The reason is that when q  

increases, the interval   2 ,2 1i q i q    becomes smaller and, hence the probability that 

terminal A and terminal B falls into the same interval decreases.  

 

5.2.3 Key Randomness 
 

Table 2. Results of NIST 
 

Test P-value 

Frequency 0.11 

BlockFrequency 0.15 

Cumulative sum(Fwd) 0.29 

Cumulative sum(Rev) 0.17 

Runs 0.31 

Longest run 0.5 

Approximate Entropy
 

0.54 

Serial
 

0.37, 0.41 

 

We employ a widely used randomness test suit NIST [38] to verify the randomness of our 

generated secret key bits. 80 key sequences generated from our simulation are randomly 

selected and their p-values are calculated. To pass the test, all p-values must be greater than 

0.01. Due to the limitation of bit length, we run eight tests from 16 different statistical tests in 

Linux. The results listed in Table 2 show that the generated key bit streams pass the test, 

which can ensure the randomness of the secret keys. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed a secret key generation mechanism using phase characteristic 

in UWB channels. Simulation studies have been conducted and the results demonstrate that 

the mechanism is feasible, and achieves better performance in key match. Furthermore, we 

establish a practical upper bound on secret key rate, also comparing it with the theoretical 

bound from mutual information. Numerical examples are employed to exemplify the bounds. 

For further study, we would like to optimize secret key generation algorithm to find a solution 

to achieve a better balance between key rate and key-match probability and explore the lower 

bound on secret key rate. 
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